WARNING TOILET AUGER SAFETY
Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly. YOU are responsible for the safe operation of this
equipment. The operator must carefully read and follow any warnings, safety signs and instructions provided with or
located on the equipment. Do not remove, defeat, deface or render inoperable any of the safety devices or warnings on
this equipment. If any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated, defaced or rendered inoperable, DO
NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!!
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including naphthalene and chromium from petroleum
products used on the cable which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65warnings.ca.gov
If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these instructions to the operator. If
there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment,
DO NOT USE!!! CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!!
FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH

FEATURES
Flexicore® Closet Auger (3FL)
Teletube® Closet Auger (T6FL-DH shown)
Vinyl Bowl Guard

Vinyl Grip Handle

Brass Finish Steel Tube

Handle

3.
Down Head

Cable Retention Clip

OPERATION
1.

IF USING TELETUBE CLOSET
AUGER: If the stoppage has not
been reached, push the button
located just above the grip handle, and pull back on the turning
handle to release three more feet
of cable, then repeat the above
steps.

Pull the handle out of the tube until
the boring head is touching the tube.
Insert tube into the toilet
4.

2.

When the boring head catches the
obstruction, pull back on the turning
handle while holding down the tube.

While turning the handle clockwise,
push rod downward until the obstruction is either forced down the waste
line or is caught by the boring head.
5.

DO NOT FORCE CABLE. FORCING CABLE
MAY CAUSE KINKING OR BREAKAGE.

It is sometimes necessary to reverse
rotation of the snake in order to work
it through the bowl. If the head gets
caught, pull back and start again.

